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Rule number one is remember your CV is your own personal
sales document. First and foremost this applies to whatever
role you seek, not just to sales roles but also roles in credit,

operations, collections, asset management etc. It also applies
however senior a position you are applying for. 

Instead of typing the words Curriculum Vitae or CV at the top,
stop for a minute and consider typing “Why You Should Hire
Me…” and then see how you write it. Rather differently? A list of
responsibilities alone will not get you hired; you will be hired
because of what you have achieved within your responsibilities,
and by demonstrating how you can successfully build upon these
and deliver tangible value in your next role. 

Your whole CV should be your own personal mission statement,
your “This is me and this is how I can add value to your company”
document. It is your door opener, getting you to an interview.
When in front of the hiring decision maker(s) your CV should send
a strong and compelling message. Written well, it will set the initial
tone for an interview, manage expectations, and articulate your
strengths and your value, allowing you to build on these. 

Remember only 30 percent of what is said rather than what is
written is remembered in full and with accuracy; a well written
CV will continue to sell you and your value long after you have
finished your presentation and left the interview room. 

When you write your CV, think about these 4 questions: 
1) What are my biggest achievements? 
Forget the CV format for a minute; just think of the three or four
biggest achievements that have really meant something in each
role. They must be things where you made a real difference,
possibly things that took you out of your comfort zone and
“grew” you, demonstrating your adaptability, promotability and
your resilience. Perhaps you changed the way that the company
did something or achieved something that required a lot of
influencing of different stakeholders? Get these down. 

Whatever your achievements, they should look similar to the
SMART based KPIs – (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic
and timescaled) that the best employers use to set employees’
objectives. Making these achievements obvious will give whoever
reads your CV a clear and compelling insight into how effectively
you delivered. 
2) Where have I added value and where have I made a real
difference? 
Too many CVs still reflect a list of responsibilities that look like
they might have been cut and pasted from a job description – have
you ever done this, we hope not. Time spent on your CV is time
better spent than on almost anything else in your job search, bar
the next stage; pre-interview preparation. 

If you doubt this, then why can professional CV writers charge
up to £2000 to write a CV at executive level. Their argument is
that this £2000 investment will help you secure your next job and
if that role one on a £250,000 salary then the cost benefit analysis
is unarguable. 

You need to bring your CV to life, give it colour and substance,
let anyone reading it know what you have done really made a
difference to your company. It doesn’t have to be a dramatic, if

you are not a CEO then no one is going to expect you to claim
credit for improving ROE or the PE ratio, but you must
demonstrate where you added value in your role(s). It may just
something that you simplified or perhaps you enhanced a process
that was already there – whatever it was, make it clear, make it
succinct and get it down. 
3) What is most important to me about my achievements? Are
they what was most important to my employer? 
It is tempting to list what you feel are your biggest achievements
without also considering, as carefully, your employer’s perspective.
You may take pride in something to do with managing people, or
deputising for a senior colleague, or having taken a lead on a
strategic project. Whatever you list first is probably the thing that
means or meant most to you, it is your key achievement and this
is understandable. 

However, think carefully here . . you need to demonstrate that
your achievements are/were closely aligned to the strategic
objectives of your current or previous employer. Evidencing
success on something that was not continued with and was shut
down due to cost overruns or lack of a real shareholder return
might look rather like a wild goose chase that you don’t want to
be associated with. New initiatives have to be explored and, when
market tested, implemented. However pragmatism and real world
shareholder returns are all that ultimately matters. 
4) Why am I reading this? 
The last question is not for you the jobseeker, but for the decision
maker or influencer reading your CV. They have a got a vacancy
to fill, your CV has reached them, whether directly or through a
third party. Good! You in now in the game and the selling
opportunity for you begins right here. However, they are busy,
they have conflicting priorities, they have other claims on their
time, recruiting is just part of their job it is probably not their
whole job . . . make it easy for them! 

Why are they reading your CV? How does your CV match up
against what they want and need and what their company wants
and needs? If they have to hunt too hard for clues, and piece it
together, then the chances are that they will move on to the next
one too soon. 

We have been told by some clients that they make a decision on
whether or not to interview someone within 2 minutes of starting
to read a CV . . . with just 2 minutes of someone’s time your CV
is your elevator pitch sharply telescoped; make sure that they can
see on page 1 why they should see you – let them discard the others
who have invested less time than you in preparing their CVs. 

Memorably, we were also once told by a very senior manager
employed by a global captive lessor client of ours that at interview
they decided in the first 60 seconds whether or not to hire that
person (first impressions do count), they then spent the next 59
minutes trying to convince themselves that they had made the
wrong initial decision, and to change their mind. 

We’ll follow this article up with one on how you can make sure
that in that crucial first 60 seconds that you don’t spend the next
59 minutes in catch up mode. �
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MOVES

ON THE MOVE

UTB BOOSTS EXPANSION PLANS

Specialist lender, United Trust Bank
(“UTB”), has appointed Georgie Reisser-
Weston as Head of Human Resources.
Georgie is a highly experienced HR
professional who has led the Human
Resources teams at companies including
SVG Capital, Schroders Private Bank, and
Merrill Lynch Private Investors Division.

United Trust Bank has developed its

business significantly in the last three years
demonstrating substantial growth across its
bridging, development finance and asset
finance divisions. It has nearly doubled the
number of staff employed at its Central
London headquarters and has ambitious
plans for continuing to develop its’ team,
products and services.

Harley Kagan, Managing Director at United
Trust Bank, said, “We are very pleased that

Georgie has joined the United Trust Bank
team during this exciting period of growth.
Georgie has a wealth of experience having
worked with some of the best known
companies in financial services. Following
another record breaking year I know that
Georgie’s skills will help us to continue
building on our success and ensure that 
as we grow we can maintain our strong
company ethos and commitment to 
service excellence.”

Georgie Reisser-Weston said, “I am very
excited to be joining the team at United Trust
Bank. I enjoy working with dynamic
companies with real energy and professional
expertise, and when I met the Bank’s
management team I was immediately
impressed by their ambition and vision. I’m
looking forward to being part of the Bank’s
continuing success story as they embark on
the next phase of developing the business.”

Georgie has a Master’s Degree in HRM, a BA
in Modern Languages and, having been
brought up in France, speaks fluent French
and Italian. Georgie has two children,
Charlotte and Jake, and she enjoys skiing,
running, travel, theatre and art. 
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Recruiting high achievers for high 
growth companies 

You may be planning your entrance strategy to a new marketplace or
country, or strengthening your existing team. 

Alternatively you may be a high achieving individual seeking fresh
challenges and improved remuneration with a dynamic employer. 

Whatever your needs Robinson Toms Recruitment can provide the
right solution. 

Since founding in 2000 we have developed an unrivalled reputation
for delivering results within the UK and Europe and across all sectors
and functions. 

A testament to our  
success is that 90% of 
offers of employment  

are accepted 

For a dynamic and focused approach 
to meeting your recruitment or career 

objectives contact  
Director of Recruitment Sean Toms 

+ 44 (0) 1743.821472 

Hinton Grange 
Hinton Lea Cross 

Shrewsbury SY5 8JA 
United Kingdom  

You may be a client seeking Sales Leaders in IT Finance for the UK, 
Germany or Italy, a General Manager Inventory Finance Europe, a 
European Sales Director Healthcare Finance or a Global Business 
Unit President in Transportation Finance.

sean_toms@robinson-toms.com 

www.robinson-toms.com


